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More companies that require business vehicles for their business operation would consider car
leasing schemes that would give them the maximum benefits. Thus, it is not surprising to have
innovative leasing companies coming out with flexible car leasing plans that are based on 3 months,
6 months or 12 months periods.

Key Features

Leasing companies are attuned to the market needs; one of them is a flexible vehicle solution on
leasing with a total control of the company fleet with the normal long term leasing risks.

Most leasing plans require the availability of top quality vehicle suppliers that are established and
approved in the market. This may take more time to seek after and comply with the many
procedures for the procurement of the desired vehicle for a car leasing option. Hence, innovative
leasing companies would cooperate with their wide network of affiliates which include these
approved vehicle suppliers to secure the preferred leasing vehicle as fast as possible so that the
delivery of the vehicle is not delayed and the business will not suffer loss of income opportunity.

There is more than one car leasing plan with any flexible car leasing solution; one can opt for a 3-
month, 6-month or 12-month pricing structure that would fit the budget of the company. These rates
would also include the likes of delivery, collection, road fund license and extended hours charges
besides the on-site servicing and maintenance.

Supporting features

There is little risk involved in flexible car leasing schemes as no large capital outlay is required.
There is hardy any residual value risk with flexible car lease plans. A wide selection of preferred
vehicles is available and included in flexi-car leasing plans which include commercial vehicles.

Most flexible car leasing plans include ply lining fitting and company livery on all light commercial
vehicles (LCV) as per the norm.

All vehicles plying the roads would require insurance which can be included in the chosen flexible
car leasing plans.

Online booking

With the current technology available today, it is possible for any business to make an online
booking easily. The established leasing companies would have their websites available to all eligible
businesses which can apply for any flexible car leasing plans that are offered by the leasing

companies.

Online bookings of flexible car leasing plans can be very easy and convenient to perform. The fast
and powerful computer systems that are employed in online flexible car leasing plans ensure that
online customers would receive their vehicles quickly and efficiently.
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For more information on car or a van leasing visit Lease4Less online, our site is packed full of the
very finest a car leases. 
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